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THE FEC INCREASES INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTION LIMITS FOR 2013-2014  

The Federal Election Commission increased the limits on the amount an individual can contribute to 
a candidate or national political party, as well as the overall limit on the amount an individual can 
give to all federal candidates and federal political committees in a two-year election cycle. 

An individual can now give up to $2,600 per election to a candidate for federal office, up from 
$2,500. The limit on an individual’s contributions to a national party committee increased to 
$32,400, from $30,800. The following chart details the limits for individuals in 2013 and 2014: 

An Individual may contribute to a … 

Federal candidate $2,600 per election 

National party committee $32,400 per year 

State or local party committee’s 
federal account $10,000 per year 

Federal PAC $5,000 per year 

 
The FEC also increased the aggregate limits on the amount an individual can give to all candidates 
and federal political committees between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2014 to $123,200 
(up $6,200 from the last cycle). There are also sub-limits on how much an individual can give to (a) 
all candidates; (b) all political parties and PACs; and (c) all state/local parties (federal accounts) and 
PACs combined.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Individuals who are politically active should consult legal counsel when tracking their biennial 
aggregate limits because there are many traps for the unwary to avoid, as discussed on the next 
page. 
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http://www.cov.com/
http://www.fec.gov/pages/brochures/contriblimitschart.htm
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HOW ARE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM COUPLES TREATED?  

Spouses have their own separate contribution limits. Thus, a husband and wife can each give up to 
$2,600 to a candidate per election, $32,400 to a national political party committee per year, and 
$123,200 in total over a two-year period. This is true, even if only one spouse has an income.  

What makes the rules interesting is that a couple may make their contribution together, using a 
single check, drawn on a joint account. Each person making the contribution must sign the check or 
an accompanying written instrument (a letter, note, or donor card), and unless the couple specifies 
otherwise, the contributed amount will be equally allocated between them.  

HOW DO THESE RULES WORK WHEN YOU GIVE TO A JOINT FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE?  

Joint fundraising committees are an increasingly common feature of federal campaign fundraising. A 
joint fundraising committee (“JFC”) is a formal legal entity, registered with the FEC, that frequently 
consists of one or more candidates and a national political party committee (e.g., the RNC, DNC, 
NRSC, or DSCC). The participants reach a written agreement on how the costs and proceeds will be 
divided, often with the candidate receiving the first $2,600 or $5,200 and the party committee 
receiving the sums above that level.  

The major advantage of a JFC for candidates and parties is that it allows them to host events where 
individuals can contribute a sum equal to the combined contribution limits of all the candidates and 
parties participating. For example, a single event hosted by a JFC made up of one candidate and one 
national party could accept contributions from individuals of sums of up $37,600 (the $32,400 party 
limit combined with the candidate’s $2,600 primary limit and $2,600 general election limit). There 
are many different permutations, and JFCs can be structured in ways that are quite complex. 

Joint fundraising committees create a compliance trap for the unwary, however. A high net worth 
individual who is solicited to contribute to a JFC may not understand how his or her contribution will 
be allocated among the various committees participating in the JFC. If the individual has previously 
made federal political contributions during the same two-year federal election cycle, a contribution to 
a JFC could result in either an excessive contribution to a particular committee or a breach of the 
aggregate limits (or one of the sub-limits) on contributions during the same cycle. 

Accordingly, any donors who believe they will be sufficiently active during the 2014 election cycle 
that they could reach the overall limits or sub-limits should obtain assistance in tracking their 
contribution activity, understanding the overall limits, and understanding the structure of any joint 
fundraising committees to which they contribute. 

ONE FINAL TIP — GIVING TO SENATE CAMPAIGNS 

One odd little twist to the law is that Senate candidates run in six-year cycles during which they can 
receive one primary and one general election contribution from each donor.1 Yet the $123,200 limit 
is measured by a two year cycle. Thus, it is important to remember that a contribution an individual 
made to a Senator in 2009, shortly after he or she won re-election in 2008, will count against the 
individual’s primary contribution ceiling for that candidate’s 2014 primary and the individual’s 
overall limit for the 2009-2010 cycle. It would not count against the overall $123,200 limit on 
contributions in the 2013-2014 cycle. 

 
1 An individual who already “maxed out” to a Senate or House candidate’s 2014 primary or general election 
campaign by giving $2,500, can now give an additional $100 to each campaign, subject to the overall limits. 
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If you have any questions concerning the material discussed in this client alert, please contact the 
following members of our election and political law practice group: 

Robert Kelner 202.662.5503 rkelner@cov.com 
Bob Lenhard 202.662.5940 rlenhard@cov.com 
Andrew Byrnes 650.632.4701 abyrnes@cov.com 
Kevin Shortill 202.662.5113 kshortill@cov.com 
Brian Smith 202.662.5090 bdsmith@cov.com 
Julius Chen 202.662.5139 jchen@cov.com 
Matthew Connolly 202.662.5078 mconnolly@cov.com 
Kevin Glandon 202.662.5003 glandonkr@cov.com 
Derek Lawlor 202.662.5091 dlawlor@cov.com 
Zack Parks 202.662.5208 zparks@cov.com 
David Shaw 202.662.5094 dshaw@cov.com 
Angelle Smith 202.662.5211 asmith@cov.com 
Jason Yen 202.662.5134 jyen@cov.com 

For timely updates on political law developments, please visit the Election and Political Law practice 
group’s blog at www.InsidePoliticalLaw.com. 

 
This information is not intended as legal advice.  Readers should seek specific legal advice before acting with regard to the subjects 
mentioned herein.  

Covington & Burling LLP, an international law firm, provides corporate, litigation and regulatory expertise to enable clients to achieve their 
goals.  This communication is intended to bring relevant developments to our clients and other interested colleagues.  Please send an 
email to unsubscribe@cov.com if you do not wish to receive future emails or electronic alerts.   

© 2013 Covington & Burling LLP, 1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20004-2401.  All rights reserved. 
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